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The market for LCVs in Europe has stabilised over the past few years after a
period of rapid expansion and looks set to continue

Research and Markets are delighted to announce the addition of Light commercial vehicles
market review: Management briefing to their offering

(PRWEB) June 23, 2004 -- Overall, the market for LCVs in Europe has stabilised over the past few years after a
period of rapid expansion, a pattern which looks set to continue. The exception appears to be the UK where the
market has continued to grow, fuelled by cheap finance. The European manufacturers largely control the market
too. Japanese influence is at its greatest in the pickup sector, otherwise, it is European designs that have shaped
the market and the evolution of light vans. This 27 page members-only briefing includes analysis by
manufacturer and registrations data.

For a complete index of this report click on http://www.researchandmarkets.com/reports/218864

About Research and Markets Ltd.
Research and Markets Ltd. are Europe's largest resource for market research. R&M distribute thousands of
major research publications from the world's leading publishers, consultants and market analysts. R&M provide
you with the latest forecasts on international and regional markets, key industries, the top companies, new
products and the latest market trends.

For additional information on ResearchandMarkets.com, their range of reports or their value-added services,
visit their web site at http://www.researchandmarkets.com or mailto:press@researchandmarkets.com
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If you have any questions regarding information in these press releases please contact the company listed in the press release. Our complete disclaimer
appears here - PRWeb ebooks - Another online visibility tool from PRWeb

Contact Information
Laura Wood
RESEARCH AND MARKETS
http://www.researchandmarkets.com
-

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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